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Abstract

on the quality of goods or services that they intend to buy.
Identifying complaint texts in natural language is critical
for developers of downstream applications such as chatbots
(Lailiyah, Sumpeno, and Purnama 2017), commercial organizations or counsels to strengthen their customer service
capabilities by identifying and resolving product-related issues (Coussement and Van den Poel 2008).
The emotional state and sentiment of an individual have a
significant impact on the intended content (Lewis, HavilandJones, and Barrett 2010). Generally, sentiment and emotion
are seen as two different tasks (Majumder et al. 2019; Soleymani et al. 2017; Do et al. 2019) but in reality, sentiment
and emotion are closely associated. However, the process
of emotion recognition is far more subtle and fine-grained
in terms of its analysis than sentiment classification (Kumar et al. 2019). Emotion, together with the sentiment, offers a greater insight into the customer’s frame of mind. For
example, a question or an inquiry would only have neutral sentiment, but emotion could be anger or anticipation.
The correlation between emotion and sentiment motivates
us to consider customers’ sentiment and emotion while analyzing complaints. We learn the tasks of complaint identification, emotion recognition, and sentiment classification in
a multi-task setting to further examine the relationship between complaint, emotion, and sentiment.
Due to technological advancements, people can now share
their views or opinions in multiple modalities. The fact that
nearly every content sharing and e-commerce platform allows users to accompany their review with multiple media
forms and every mobile phone has that ability exemplifies
the superiority of a multi-modal form of communication in
terms of ease of conveying and understanding information.
The key contributions of our proposed work are:

The expression of displeasure on a consumer’s behalf towards an organization, product, or event is denoted via the
speech act known as complaint. Customers typically post reviews on retail websites and various social media platforms
about the products or services they purchase, and the reviews
may include complaints about the products or services. Automatic detection of consumers’ complaints about items or
services they buy can be critical for organizations and online merchants since they can use this insight to meet the
customers’ requirements, including handling and addressing
the complaints. Previous studies on Complaint Identification
(CI) are limited to text. Images posted with the reviews can
provide cues to identify complaints better, thus emphasizing the importance of incorporating multi-modal inputs into
the process. Furthermore, the customer’s emotional state significantly impacts the complaint expression since emotions
generally influence any speech act. As a result, the impact
of emotion and sentiment on automatic complaint identification must also be investigated. One of the major contributions of this work is the creation of a new dataset- Complaint, Emotion, and Sentiment Annotated Multi-modal Amazon Reviews Dataset (CESAMARD), a collection of opinionated texts (reviews) and images of the products posted on the
website of the retail giant Amazon. We present an attentionbased multi-modal, adversarial multi-task deep neural network model for complaint detection to demonstrate the utility
of the multi-modal dataset. Experimental results indicate that
the multi-modality and multi-tasking complaint identification
outperforms uni-modal and single-task variants.

Introduction
Nowadays, social media platforms and online e-commerce
websites provide users the freedom to express their opinions
and observations towards a product, an organization, or an
event. Customers who plan to buy a product often base their
decision on customer reviews (Preotiuc-Pietro, Gaman, and
Aletras 2019). As a result, commercial and retail firms consider product reviews as a significant source of knowledge,
which they can use to design their advertising strategies,
and also aid in resolving any product-related concerns. This
could also benefit customer by providing recommendations

• We curate a new dataset, CESAMARD, for aiding multimodal complaint identification research with good quality annotations, including emotion and sentiment classes.
• We highlight the relevance of using multi-modal sources
of information and the sentiment and emotion class of the
review while identifying complaints through examples.
• We propose a dual attention-based multi-task adversarial learning framework for multi-modal complaint, emotion, and sentiment analysis. The dual attention mechanism utilizes inter-segment inter-modal attention and
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Complaint, Emotion, and Sentiment
Annotated Multi-modal Amazon Reviews
Dataset (CESAMARD)

contextual inter-modal attention. Complaint Identification (CI) is the primary task in our multi-task framework, whereas Emotion Recognition (ER) and Sentiment
Analysis (SA) are considered supplementary (i.e., auxiliary) tasks. Multi-modal and multi-task CI surpasses unimodal and single-task CI considerably.

The existing complaint datasets (Preotiuc-Pietro, Gaman,
and Aletras 2019; Singh et al. 2020) deal with text-based
complaints only and do not consider the sentiment and emotion classes of the complaints. For building a multi-modal
multi-task model, we curate a multi-modal complaint corpus
which has been labeled with emotion and sentiment classes,
one of the contributions of our current work. Here, we discuss the details of the CESAMARD dataset.

• We present the state-of-the-art for automatically identifying complaints in the multi-modal scenario.

Related Work

Data Collection
Almost all e-commerce websites allow customers to publicly voice their opinions and thoughts concerning products
on their websites and social media channels. E-commerce
corporations and online retailers want to detect complaints
based on product reviews for their profit. Due to the plethora
of information available online, companies and retailers find
it challenging to identify complaints and address the issues
directly. Additionally, detecting complaints on social media entails detecting complaints from unstructured and noisy
text snippets with character limitations, usage of random abbreviations, ironical expressions, allegations (Pawar et al.
2015), making it a laborious and tedious task. According to
an analysis of relevant literature, a multi-modal approach to
complaint detection, as opposed to text-based classification,
is a new approach. In this context, text-based complaints
have been previously analyzed based on semi-supervised
strategies, different domains, degree of urgency, and feedback likelihood (Preotiuc-Pietro, Gaman, and Aletras 2019;
Singh et al. 2021; Tjandra, Warsito, and Sugiono 2015; Yang
et al. 2019), (Jin and Aletras 2020).

To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing
(freely available) annotated complaint dataset that comprises
customer-posted reviews and images of the items purchased.
To build an annotated multi-modal dataset, we initially gathered reviews from Amazon India’s website. To collect the
product reviews and the corresponding review image URLs,
we used Scrapy2 , a free and open-source web-crawling
framework. It accepts a product name as an input and returns product reviews and associated images. The reviews
were collected based on five domains (Books, Edible, Electronics, Fashion, and Miscellaneous) for a more fine-grained
gold standard dataset. To eliminate noise (HTML tags and
special characters) from the textual portion of the dataset,
we had to perform some pre-processing operations on the
corpus. The Unicode emojis in the product reviews were
converted to emoji short text with the help of a Python module called Emoji3 . The Python library Textblob4 was used to
correct the spellings of many improperly spelled words.

Recent studies (Qureshi et al. 2019; Akhtar, Ekbal, and
Cambria 2020; Ghosh, Ekbal, and Bhattacharyya 2021) have
demonstrated the effectiveness of multi-task systems by
learning numerous correlated tasks simultaneously. In the
area of emotion and sentiment recognition in human conversations, multi-modality has become a popular research area
(Poria et al. 2018; Akhtar et al. 2019; Chauhan et al. 2020).
Although multi-modal information sources (e.g., images in
addition to text) could provide more information in identifying complaints, this has not been investigated to date, with
one of the main reasons being a lack of multi-modal datasets.

We assigned three graduate students who are fluent
in English to annotate the reviews with appropriate
complaint/non-complaint labels and emotion and sentiment
tags. Before the annotation process began, the annotation
rules were provided with a few examples. To begin, we define an annotation task to determine whether or not a review
contains a complaint. If the review has at least one complaint
speech act, we consider the entire review to be a complaint.
We use the complaint definition from an earlier linguistic
study (Cohen and Olshtain 1993) for complaint annotation:
”A complaint presents a state of affairs that breaches the
writer’s favorable expectation”. For the emotion annotation,
we consider Ekman’s six basic emotions (Ekman et al. 1987)
(anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise). For
the sentiment annotation, we use three sentiment classes
(negative, neutral, positive).
The majority voting technique was used for selecting
the final complaint, emotion, and sentiment labels. Reviews
with no common emotion or sentiment label (as determined
by the three annotators) were excluded. On the annotated
dataset, we computed the Fleiss’ kappa (Fleiss 1971) scores

Data Annotation

In this work, we initially collect the publicly posted reviews and images posted by customers from the Amazon
India1 website and then manually annotate each review with
the complaint, emotion, and sentiment labels. Subsequently,
we propose a deep learning-based framework with dual attention mechanisms to leverage information from images as
well as complain texts for identifying complaints in a multimodal multi-task framework. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first attempt to solve the multi-modal complaint
detection problem in a deep multi-task framework.

2

https://scrapy.org/
https://pypi.org/project/emoji/
4
https://pypi.org/project/textblob/0.9.0/
3

1

https://www.amazon.in/
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Review
Received the book and started reading it after a few weeks.
Many pages of the book are blank and not readable due
due to poor printing quality. Disappointed!
All in all this product was satisfying and I’m happy
with my purchase from Urbano. Product looks new and
nice and stretchable and comfortable too. Fitted perfectly
you can trust this product and brand.
It’s worth buying but little big.

Domain

Label

Emotion

Sentiment

Books

Complaint

Sadness

Negative

Fashion

Non-Complaint

Happiness

Positive

Misc

Non-Complaint

Happiness

Neutral

Table 1: Sample instances from the CESAMARD dataset.
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Figure 1: Distribution of emotion labels across CESAMARD dataset.

Figure 2: Distribution of sentiment labels across CESAMARD dataset.

to assess inter-rater agreement among the three annotators.
We attain agreement scores of 0.83, 0.69, and 0.81 on the
complaint, emotion, and sentiment task, respectively, which
indicate that the annotations are of good quality5 .
The CESAMARD dataset now comprises 3962 reviews
with the corresponding complaint, emotion, and sentiment
labels. Overall there are 2641 non-complaint reviews and
1321 complaint reviews in the dataset. Table 1 shows few
sample instances from the CESAMARD dataset6 . Each
record in the dataset consists of the page URL, domain, image URL, review title, review text, and their corresponding
annotated complaint, sentiment, and emotion labels. Distributions of emotion and sentiment labels across the CESAMARD dataset are shown in Figure 1 and 2.

instances where the complaint is articulated through the incorporation of both the modalities (text and image). In the
first instance, the image implies bad packaging. On the other
hand, the textual modality lacks any obvious indicator of disapproval. So the textual review alone is not a correct indicator of a breach of expectation. In the second instance, the
textual modality suggests a neutral review, whereas the image modality implies a positive claim. In both cases, there
is a mismatch between the two modalities, which signifies
that multiple sources of information could provide supplementary indicators for CI. Contrasting input from various
modalities increases the model’s capacity to learn the selective patterns that underpin this complex process.
Significance of Emotion and Sentiment Figure 3(b)
shows two sample instances from the CESAMARD dataset
that justify the need to incorporate emotion and sentiment
into the complaint identification framework. In the first example, the customer’s mixed emotions could be confusing,
but the emotion and sentiment labels clarify the customer’s
state of mind. Similarly, in the second example, the emotion
and sentiment labels give a better insight into the customer’s
negative review. Our dataset’s inclusion of emotion and sentiment information allows the model to employ additional
information when reasoning about complaints.

Theoretical Aspects
In this paper, we aim to analyze the usefulness of incorporating multi-modal sources of information as well as the sentiment and emotion class of the review while identifying complaints. We illustrate our point of CI benefiting from sentiment and emotion-aware multi-modal analysis using a few
examples from our proposed dataset.
Significance of Multi-modality Figure 3(a) shows two
5
When an emotion is conveyed in a review does not fall into one
of the six categories, the annotators label it with the next closest
emotion linked with the review.
6
Dataset
available
at
https://www.iitp.ac.in/∼ai-nlpml/resources.html#CESAMARD

Proposed Methodology
In this section, we define our problem and go over the details of the multi-task multi-modal architecture for identify12165

Figure 3: Significance of incorporating (a) multi-modal information, (b) emotion and sentiment information
Text Features The textual features (T) were obtained using state-of-the-art Sentence Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (SBERT) model7 . SBERT architecture is a multi-layer bidirectional transformer encoder
(Reimers and Gurevych 2019) which is an adaptation of the
pre-trained BERT network shown in (Devlin et al. 2019). We
employ stsb-bert-base, a bert-base-uncased model which
was optimized for Semantic Textual Similarity. SBERT encodes a single sentence into a vector of length 768.
Image Features The images of each product review are
first rescaled and normalized. The pre-processed images are
sent as inputs to an ImageNet (Deng et al. 2009) pre-trained
ResNet-152 (He et al. 2016) image classification model. The
output from the image classification model is then passed
through a Global Average Pool layer, thus extracting the image features. Each obtained image feature vector (I), I ∈ Rd
where d = 2048 is then reshaped to (1 × d) size.

ing complaints. The various components of the architecture
are detailed in the sections that follow. The overall framework is shown in Figure 4.

Problem Definition:
We intend to learn three closely related tasks simultaneously, including complaint identification (main task), emotion recognition, and sentiment analysis (auxiliary tasks).
R
Let (rk , ek , sk , ck )k=1 be a set of R reviews where ek , sk ,
and ck depict the matching emotion, sentiment and complaint labels for rk th tweet, respectively. Here, rk  R, ek
 E (emotion classes), sk  S (sentiment classes) and ck 
C (complaint classes). Our multi-task learning model’s objective is to maximize the function f (Eqn 1) that draws a
new instance rk to its fitting emotion ek , sentiment sk and
complaint ck label simultaneously.
argmax(ΠR
k=0 P (sk , ek , ck |rk ; θ)),

(1)

Modality Encoders

where rk is the input sentence whose complaint label (ck ),
emotion label (ek ) and sentiment label (sk ) are to be predicted. θ denotes the model’s parameters we aim to optimize.

Textual Encoding The features T and I derived from
each of the modalities associated with a review are then
passed through three Bi-directional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTMs) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997). For the
textual modality, the final hidden state matrix of a review is
obtained as Ht ∈ Rnt ×2dl . Here, dl represents the number
of hidden units in each LSTM and nt is the text length.
Image EncodingThe image features (I) obtained are passed
through a private BiLSTM layer and the Shared BiLSTM
layer2 . The image features are sent through the private BiLSTM layer (BiLSTM layerP ) to obtain hidden states by sequentially encoding these representations. Both the image
and textual feature vectors are passed to the shared BiLSTM
layer2 to obtain hidden states with complementary semantic
relations between the two modalities. The final hidden state
matrix of the image obtained from the private BiLSTM is Hi
∈ Rni ×2dl where ni is the dimension of the image representations and dl is the number of hidden units in each LSTM.
Similarly, the shared BiLSTM layer’s final hidden state ma-

Multi-modal Complaint Identification (MCI)
The proposed MCI framework consists of five principal
components: (i) Multi-modal Feature Extraction (MFE) extracts the features from the two modalities (text and image),
(ii) Modality Encoders provide corresponding modality encodings by using the uni-modal features acquired from MFE
as input, (iii) Attention Mechanism that includes two significant attention mechanisms namely, inter-segment intermodal attention and contextual inter-modal attention, (iv)
Adversarial Loss which ensures the shared layers and taskspecific feature space remain mutually exclusive. (v) Output
Layer consists of output medium for the three tasks to obtain
a generalized representation throughout all the tasks.

Feature Extraction
The process for extracting features across different modalities is detailed below.

7
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https://github.com/UKPLab/sentence-transformers

Figure 4: The Multi-modal Complaint Identification (MCI) framework. smax: softmax activation function, GRL: Gradient
Reversal Layer
trix is Hsh ∈ Rnsh ×2dl , where nsh ∈ R(ni +nt ) .

contributing adjacent sentences, as well as multi-modal representations of the same could benefit the system. In a multimodal framework, the interaction between modalities of the
same sentence is crucial and so is the correlation between
modalities across the contexts. This attention mechanism is
called contextual inter-modal attention and is motivated by
the work in (Ghosal et al. 2018).
Attention Fusion We linearly concatenate the computed AS
and AC vectors with the following Xsh , WI and UT output
vectors and pass the concatenated vector (V) through a fullyconnected layer. The following equations can be used to represent the flow of information:

Attention Mechanism
We employ the attention technique (Bahdanau, Cho, and
Bengio 2015) to concentrate on the words that contribute
the most to the sentence meaning (Att). In the case of textual
modality, following the Shared BiLSTM layer1 , we employ
three independent task-specific attention layers (AttCOM ,
AttEMO , AttSENT ). After the Shared BiLSTM layer2 there
is one attention layer (AttSh ) and another attention layer
(Attimg ) after the task-specific BiLSTM layer (BiLSTMp ) in
the image modality module.
Inter-segment Inter-modal Attention (AS ): Motivated by
the work in (Chauhan et al. 2020), the inter-segment intermodal attention is applied to the outputs obtained from the
dense layers of the image and the text modalities, respectively. We need to divide both the modalities of our dataset
into some fixed number of segments beforehand, as this can
only be applied when both the modalities are divided into the
same number of segments. The main objective is to learn the
dependency of the feature vectors of a segment of the visual
modality with the feature vectors of the same segment from
the text modality. For each sentence, the feature vectors i.e.,
∈ Rd obtained from the two modalities i.e., ∈ R2 × d are concatenated and then split into into n-segments i.e., ∈ R2 × n .
Contextual Inter-modal Attention (AC ): Many times, a
single review constitutes multiple sentences and can be a
mixture of complaint and non-complaint sentences. The
complaint information of such a review is dependent on the
whole context. This encourages us to apply attention to the

W I = DenseP (AttIMG (BiLST M P )

(2)

X sh = DenseS (Attsh (SBiLST M 2 )

(3)

U T = DenseS (DenseCOM (AttCOM (SBiLST M 1 )) (4)
AS = [W I , U T ]

(5)

AC = [W I , U T ]

(6)

V = [W I ; U T ; AS ; AC ]

(7)

Here, ’;’ indicates the linear concatenation and ’,’ indicates
the inputs of that layer.

Adversarial Loss
The adversarial loss strives to mutually exclude the feature
space of shared and task-specific layers. We use a similar
methodology to (Liu, Qiu, and Huang 2017), in which a
task discriminator (Z) maps the shared feature to its primary task. The adversarial loss is calculated as: Ladv =
12167

min(max(

Q
P P
P
p=1 q=1

mechanisms (AS , AC ) for the complaint task. For the extraction of image features, pre-trained ResNet-152 along
with the global average pool layer has been used.
• Ablation models: To understand the impact of emotion
and sentiment prediction individually on complaint classification, we build dual-task variants of our proposed
framework (MCICE , MCICS ). The architectures are similar to the MCI system in other aspects. Furthermore, ablation studies are performed to analyze the importance of
each of the special attention mechanisms used (AS , AC )
in the MCI framework (MCIAS , MCIAC ).

(zqp ∗ log[Z(E(xpq ))])) where, P denotes

the type of tasks, zqp signifies the actual label amongst P, and
xpq is the q th example for task p. The gradient reversal layer
(GRL) (Ganin and Lempitsky 2015) handles the min-max
optimization problem.

Output Layer
The final predictions for emotion and sentiment tasks are
generated by averaging the adversarial outputs (Eadv and
Sadv ) and the shared outputs (Es and Ss ). For the complaint
predictions, the multi-modal complaint output (Cm ) is also
considered, i.e., the average of Cadv , Cs and Cm .
Calculation of Loss: For the complaint, emotion, and sentiment tasks, we compute the categorical-cross entropy (CE)
losses. The integrated loss function (L) of our proposed MCI
system is realized as follows: L = x ∗ LC CE + y ∗ LE CE +
z ∗ LS CE .
We aggregate the weighted sum of the losses from the three
tasks to compute the overall loss. Here, x, y, and z are constants ranging from 0 to 1 that determine the loss weights
that represent the per-task loss-share to the overall loss.

Experimental Setup
We utilize Python-based libraries Tensorflow11 and Scikitlearn12 (Pedregosa et al. 2011) to implement our proposed
framework and all baselines. We report the weighted average F1 score and the accuracy of the models. 70% of the
CESAMARD dataset was used as training data, 10% for validation, and the rest 20% was used as testing data on all the
experimental models. For a fair comparison of the models,
a seed value of 42 was chosen, which allowed the models
to encounter the same training and testing data. After each
of the BiLSTM layers (256 units), we apply a dropout (Srivastava et al. 2014) of 30% each. The output of the taskspecific dense layers (128 units) are fed to the softmax layers
(smax) for shared outputs. Dense layers of 100 units each are
used before sending the text and image modality encodings
through the AS and AC layers. We also employ a dropout of
30% following the fully connected layer to decrease the risk
of overfitting. For the inter-segment inter-modal attention,
the number of segments (k) is set to 10. In the dense layers,
we employ ReLU activation (Glorot, Bordes, and Bengio
2011). Sof tmax activation with 2, 6, and 3 neurons are used
for the output layers for complaint, emotion, and sentiment
classification tasks. Categorical cross-entropy is used as the
loss function to train across all the channels. The epoch size
is set to 100. Adam (Kingma and Ba 2015) with a learning rate of 0.001 is used as the optimizer. The above values
are chosen after thorough hyperparameter tuning using the
RandomSearch tuner of the Keras tuner API.

Experiments, Results, and Analysis
Baselines
• Single-task systems: We develop a SBERT-based
single-task deep learning model for complaint detection with only text (STLT ). The BiLSTM output passes
through the attention, dense and outer layer (taskspecific). For the multi-modal single-task (complaint)
model (STLT+I )(Pranesh and Shekhar 2020), to extract
the image features Visual Geometry Group Network8
(VGG19) model has been used and the remaining architecture is similar to STLT .
• Multi-task systems: We develop MTLT and MTLT+I
models for multi-task baselines. The textual embeddings
are generated from the pre-trained GloVe9 (Pennington,
Socher, and Manning 2014). The embedding layer’s output is forwarded to the word sequence encoder, which
analyzes it to extract contextual knowledge from the sentence. For extracting the image features, VGG1910 is
used. The system is composed of a fully-shared BiLSTM layer (256 units), followed by a shared attention
layer. The output of the attention layer is passed into
the three task-specific dense layers, which are then forwarded to respective output layers. The BERT-Shared
Private Model (BSPMFT ) (Singh and Saha 2021) is another suitable baseline for multi-task framework.
• BERT Multi-modal Multi-task Learning (BMML):
This model is similar to the shared private model
BSPMFT . Additionally, it also comprises two attention

Results and Discussion
Please note that this work aims to improve the performance
of CI with the help of the other two secondary tasks (ER and
SA). Therefore, we state that the results and analysis with CI
serve as the key task in all the task combinations.
Table 2 depicts the classification results from the various
experiments. As can be observed, incorporating multi-modal
cues in the form of text and images significantly enhances
the performance of single modality baselines. This enhancement validates the proposed architecture’s efficient usage of
interaction among input modalities. This also emphasizes
the significance of including multi-modal features for various opinionated text/review analysis tasks. As seen in Table
2, the proposed approach, which includes all three tasks (CI,

8

https://keras.io/api/applications/vgg/
http://nlp.stanford.edu/data/wordvecs/glove.840B.300d.zip
10
Please note that we performed early fusion at the feature level
for all our multi-modal experiments. We also performed experiments with late fusion mechanism, but the findings were unsatisfactory.
9

11
12
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https://www.tensorflow.org/
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/

Model

SOTA
STLT
STLT+I
MTLT
MTLT+I
BSPMFT
BMML
MCICE
MCICS
MCIAS
MCIAC
MCI

CESAMARD Dataset
Text
Text+Image
F1
A
F1
A
83.18 83.39
Single-task Baselines
83.05 84.59
85.14
85.26
Multi-task Baselines
83.09 84.22
84.25
85.53
87.04 87.91
Multi-modal Baselines
88.38
88.50
87.18
86.85
86.20
85.93
85.13
86.35
86.25
87.32
Proposed approach
89.07* 89.64*

neural language models boosted by the use of transformer
networks. We re-implement it on the CESAMARD dataset
and report the results in Table 2. The proposed model outperforms the SOTA technique.

Error Analysis
We discuss possible reasons for the errors in CI task:
• Skewness of Dataset: The CESAMARD dataset’s
skewed class distribution influences the proposed MCI
model’s predictions. The complaint class (33%) is underrepresented compared to the non-complaint class, due to
which the model is biased towards the non-complaint
class. It conforms with the practical scenarios where
complaints occur less frequently than non-complaints.
• Ironical Instances: Instances having ironic or comments
where the underlying tone is positive or neutral, but the
instance is of complaint type, the MCI model inaccurately predicts such instances as complaint. For example,
’Biscuits with oil might be a rare combination of Amazon
nowadays’. For the above sentence, the predicted class
is non-complaint, but the actual class is complaint. One
reason could be the neutral undertone and usage of less
explicit words to signify complaint.

Table 2: Results of all the baselines and the proposed MCI
model in terms of weighted average F1-score(F1) and Accuracy(A) value. F1, A metrics are given in %. The maximum
scores attained are represented by bold-faced values. The *
signifies that these findings are statistically significant.

• Multifold Sentences: Many of the instances in the CESAMARD dataset are lengthy and heterogeneous, covering diverse emotions in a single review. In such scenarios,
learning specific complaint features becomes challenging. For example, ’Although it’s not a Microsoft genuine
product, it’s good quality and comfortable to use. Price
is really reasonable too when compared to its build quality and features.’; predicted class: complaint. The correct
class for the given example is non-complaint, but due to
the statement’s composite nature and contrasting context,
the MCI model misclassifies it as a complaint.

ER, and SA), outperforms single-task variants. MCICE outperforms MCICS in the dual-task variants. It can be driven by
the fact that sentiment alone is often insufficient to convey
complete information about the customer’s mental state. For
example, several emotions, such as anger, contempt, fear,
sadness, etc., can lead to negative sentiments about a product. As a result, sometimes, the discreteness or subtle differences in the state of mind cannot be properly determined
and expressed by sentiment alone.
Significance of Adversarial Multi-task Architecture: In
terms of all the multi-task baselines (MTLT , MTLT+I) ,
BSPMFT , BMML) these approaches do not consider the
adversarial loss. Whereas the proposed model, MCI, incorporates the adversarial loss, which enhances the performance of the multi-task model. We also illustrate the significance of different attention mechanisms for the proposed
MCI framework by conducting ablation studies (MCIAS ,
MCIAC ). Moreover, we also report the results by replacing
the SBERT embedding model with Glove embeddings (Pennington, Socher, and Manning 2014) (MTLT ). The results
suggest that each of these factors considerably boosted the
performance of the proposed MCI framework. All of the results stated here are statistically significant13 (Welch 1947).
Comparison with State-of-the-art Technique (SOTA):
We also compare our proposed approach with the existing
state-of-the-art technique (Jin and Aletras 2020) for singletask CI as we are unaware of any other multi-modal complaint identification framework. SOTA utilizes an array of

Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we propose a dual attention-based multimodal (text and images), adversarial multi-task framework
for simultaneous optimization of complaint classification,
emotion, and sentiment analysis. We have created a novel
dataset, CESAMARD, that contains reviews collected from
the website of the retail giant Amazon and annotated with
the complaint labels and the associated emotion and sentiment categories. The dual attention mechanism employs
both inter-segment and contextual inter-modal attention.
Inter-segment inter-modal attention uses the relationship between distinct sentence segments across modalities. At the
same time, contextual inter-modal attention learns the contextual information for sentence-level complaint prediction
across the modalities. Based on experimental results, we can
conclude that multi-modality and multi-tasking boost the
performance of complaint identification in comparison to its
uni-modal and single-task alternatives.
In future, we aim to extend this work with audio, video accompanied with text-based reviews shared on shopping platforms for complaint identification.

13

We performed Student’s t-test for the test of significance. The
results are statistically significant when testing the null hypothesis
(p-value < 0.05).
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